Abstract-This paper presents a new fast histogram matching algorithm for tracking the position and orientation of robots without the help of any odometers. Histogram avoids extracting geometrical primitives from the sensor data, acts independently from odometers, and is easy to be implemented. Here, the authors employ it to analyze laser scan data. A new concept named "hierarchical histogram structure" is introduced for constructing and matching histograms. This structure makes full use of the information in a laser scan and speeds up the histogram matching to a satisfying level. Computational complexity analysis and experiments show the feasibility of the new algorithm both mathematically and factually.
INTRODUCTION
Self-localization is an important research field in robotics. Usually, self-localization is the base of map building and selfguidance. A fast and precise localization helps robots to act smartly and wisely. Researchers have proposed many approaches for self-localization. Some of them use the data from inertial navigation sensors, such as odometers, inclinometers and compasses, to localize robots [1] [2] . This kind of methods is called dead reckoning. Unfortunately dead reckoning often leads to accumulation of drift errors. Some researchers localize their robots using landmarks [3] . This strategy needs prior information about the environment, so it is not available in unknown environments. Others present algorithms which can achieve the goal of self-localization without odometers [4] . Map matching is one of these algorithms. By comparing two local maps which are constructed with the sensor data sampled at two adjacent places, map matching estimates the orientation and translation differences between them. If we know the initial position, we can localize all the sample points by adding up the orientation and translation differences. This strategy is available in unknown environments and works independently from odometers, so it plays a more and more important role in selflocalization.
Map matching has several variants for matching laser scans. These variants use different mathematical tools and act Jianda Han State Key Laboratory of Robotic Shenyang Institute of Automation, Chinese Academy of Sciences Shenyang, China jdhangsia.cn diversely. Cox [5] forms a cost function using the distances from points to segments, and computes the orientation and translation shifts when the cost function is minimum. The segments are extracted from a preconcerted reference scan. Each point in the other scan is assigned to a target, and the target is the nearest segment in the reference scan. [7] . After that, this method has been widely used in navigation, localization and mapping [8] [9] . Recently, Michael Bosse and Jonathan Robert developed a histogram approach to recognize a previously mapped area in a large global map [10] . The histogram algorithm seems mature enough and all we need to do is just to use it in different cases. The authors don't think so. Through some smart improvement, we can make histogram acquire an even better performance. In this paper, hierarchical histogram structure is employed to match the histograms in a more efficient way. This brand new structure reforms the histograms to pay more attention on the interested sections, and simplifies the traversing matching process to a small number of correlation operations. As a result, the calculation speed of histogram algorithm is enhanced greatly and the new histogram algorithm becomes more qualified in real-time applications.
This article is organized as: Section 2 explains the construction of angle histogram and translation histogram for laser scans; Section 3 introduces hierarchical histogram structure and makes a rough comparison between the new structure and the original one; Section 4 demonstrates the feasibility of the new histogram algorithm with experiments; Section 5 sums up the new algorithm and gives a draft plan of the future work. A laser scan is a serial of numbers which stand for the distances from the scanner to the nearest obstacles in given orientations. In general, the distances queue according to their corresponding orientation angles in an average ascending order. Figure 1 shows a single scan obtained by SICK LMS-221 laser scanner, and this laser scanner can give a scan of 180 degrees.
The process of constructing an angle histogram is the process of extracting geometrical information from the scan data. Finding the angles and filling them into the angle histogram is the main task in this step. An angle histogram is divided into 360 intervals. Each interval stands for a degree and is a counter of the angles which lie in it. We can call each angle an "adjacent vector angle", because it is cornered by a benchmark vector defined beforehand and a vector which links two adjacent scan points. We can understand the process of finding adjacent vector angles well with the help of Figure 2 . The segment dash lines stand for the radials coming from the scanner. Pi denotes a scan point, which probably means an obstacle point. The The equation used to compute the interval index is Index(X1) = abs(X1 ) \ size C(y) lim 1 x)g(x + y)dx.
x-o 2x +y)dxv (2) In this function, the integration result C(y) is a measurement for the correlation between two stochastic functions, f(x) and g(x), regarding the phase-shift y. C(y) will have an absolute maximum at s, when f(x) equals g(x + s). Based on this point, we can estimate the drift between two histograms by searching for the phase shift leading to the maximum value of the crosscorrelation function. (2) is the expression for continuous cases. Histograms of laser scan data are discrete, so the crosscorrelation formula needs to be transformed into a discrete form. The new formula could be written as
where "\" is the modulo operator. If Xi is positive, we insert the point into the positive part of the translation histogram, otherwise, we insert it into the minus part. Figure 4 gives us an example of translation histograms. The two histograms are constructed using the same scan data as Figure 1 . Histogram matching is a process of finding the proper orientation and translation warps between two histograms. The warps will generate a translation matrix. If the matrix can correct one scan to make it have almost the same position and orientation as the other one, we say that the match is successful. Generally, we use traversing method to search for the warps. That is, if the histograms to be matched both have n intervals, the traversing method needs to compute at least n crosscorrelations and then finds the biggest value among them. As we all know, traversing method is a good method counting in all the information of the histograms. But sometimes, our instinct tells us that we don't have to act in such a complicated way. Most histograms have uneven distribution among their intervals, and we can usually find out where the most important parts are and then conclude the approximate drift between two similar histograms easily. There must be other approaches which can find the maximum crosscorrelation more effectively than the traversing method.
The authors present a new method using hierarchical histogram structure to fulfill the searching task. Hierarchical histogram structure means that there are at least two pairs of histograms belonging to different layers to do the matching action. Different layers stand for different interval resolutions. Taking the angle histogram for an example, a higher layer may have an interval resolution of 10 degrees, and a lower layer may have an interval resolution of 1 degree. Then the matching step could be divided into two parts. First, we match the pair of histograms in the higher layer to find the most interested subarea, usually a big interval containing several small intervals. Second, we concentrate on the allocated subarea, traverse in it, and search for the maximum crosscorrelation of histograms in the lower layer. In this way, we can get rid of the meaningless computations for the unimportant subareas. As a result, the matching step is speeded up greatly. Figure 5 shows a two-layer hierarchical structure. We can see that the interested subareas become distinguish in the higher-layer histogram.
C. Computational Complexity Analysis
There is no doubt that the new matching approach using hierarchical histogram structure is faster than the ordinary traversing approach. But a simple presentation is not reasonable enough. A rigorous mathematic demonstration obviously speaks louder. Now we prove the validity of the hierarchical histogram structure through computational complexity analysis.
For convenience, we use the original histograms as the lower layer ones. Higher-layer histograms are constructed based on the lower-layer ones, and we call the new constructed histograms rough histograms. Assuming the original histograms both have n small intervals, the rough histograms both have N subareas(big intervals), we know that each subarea of the rough histogram has n N small intervals. Let's consider the ordinary traversing method. To find the biggest crosscorrelation value, we need to get all the crosscorrelation values, so the computation of crosscorrelation needs to be repeated for n times. When calculating a crosscorrelation value, we have to do n times of multiplication and n times of addition. Then we can infer the computational complexity of the ordinary traversing method is 0ordinary 2n2 (4) Because the rough histogram has N subareas, using the result of ordinary traversing method, we can know the computational complexity of finding the interested subarea is 0(2N2). To determine the final maximum crosscorrelation, n N times of crosscorrelation calculation are inevitable, and that takes 2n2I N times of operation. Summing up all the operations, we have the total computational complexity of the new approach as Onew =2N2+2n2 N.
We can demonstrate the decrease in calculation with an instance angle histogram. An angle histogram usually has 360 small intervals. Let the rough histogram has 36 subareas. In this example, n is 360 and N equals 36. Substituting n into (4) and N into (5), we obtain that 0ordina,y equals 259200 and 0new equals 9792. The hierarchical histogram structure method cuts down 96% unimportant operations from the traversing approach. That's a great progress. In practice, the improvement differs according to the environment conditions. The authors will give some experiment results to show the availability of the new approach.
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. Computational Facility
In this paper, the authors dedicate most attention to simplifying the matching process and saving the computational time. Here, we prove the convenience of the new algorithm through some experiments. We use LMS 221 laser scanner as the main sensor to collect scan data. All programs of the experiments are coded in the NIATLAB7.0 environment. The computer has an AMP Athlon(tm) 64 processor with a working frequency of 2.20GHz. First, an experiment about the angle match is carried out. In this experiment, we use the new algorithm and the traditional algorithm to match 1000 pairs of scans respectively, repeat the matching for 5 times and record the running durations in Table  I . The higher layer histogram has 36 subareas, and each subarea contains 10 small intervals of the lower layer histogram. We can find from the table that the hierarchical structure strategy saves about 40 percent of the computational time than the traversing strategy. Table II.  Table II shows the new algorithm decreases the translation match time greatly. The new algorithm is about 20 times faster than the traditional algorithm. The hierarchical histogram structure plays its magic in translation match more obviously than in angle match. The reason for this phenomenon is that the construction step of the angle histogram occupies most of the computational time and makes the influence coming from the new algorithm not as apparent as that in translation match. Finally, we put the angle match and the translation match together and the experiment is also repeated 5 times respectively. The whole durations of the two algorithms are shown in Table III The hierarchical structure strategy improves the running speed of the histogram algorithm so greatly that we can't help doubting that if the new algorithm makes some compromises between the matching precision and the matching speed. In fact, from the mechanism of the new algorithm, we know there are no compromises. That is, the new algorithm speeds up the matching step without sacrificing the matching accuracy. To demonstrate this point, the authors give another experiment. In the experiment, we let the laser scanner scan the same scene for thousands of times continuously. Then we select 1000 pairs of scans from the whole data set, and these scans differ from each other because of the random errors caused by the scanner. The new algorithm and the traditional algorithm are employed to match the 1000 pairs of scans and the occurrences of the errors are recorded in Table IV V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK We present a new fast histogram algorithm for matching laser scans. In the new algorithm, hierarchical histogram structure is employed to improve the calculation efficiency of the histogram algorithm. A higher layer histogram takes charge in finding the most interested subarea in the lower layer histogram, and usually the phase shift that makes the maximum crosscorrelation is contained in the most interested subarea. In this way, the new algorithm avoids of traversing through the whole histogram to find the wanted phase shift and saves much computational time. In fact, this strategy is universal in all histogram matching applications and can speed up the matching step quite effectively. Some experiments are done to make a comprehensive analysis of the new algorithm. From the analysis, we know that the new algorithm can really decrease the computational consumption greatly, and at the same time, it can keep a match accuracy as same as the traditional one.
Because the match precision is not satisfying enough, further study will focus on enhancing the accuracy of the histogram matching algorithm. Some new histogram construction strategy may be introduced, and a mechanism of filtering the wrong matching results will also be developed.
